
Relief work in gypsy colony Thiruvanmiyur on 7-12-2015. 

P. Saraswati

The continuous rain since Diwali has hit the lives of gypsies hard. 
Most of them are daily wage labourers and they live by picking 
and sorting garbage.  The leaking roofs and water logging inside 
the houses damaged most of their meager belongings. I myself 
was caught in water logging for four days and had to move to a 
relatives place in T. Nagar and hence could not contact them.

While access to Kotturpuram continues to be blocked, 
transportation was available to Thiruvanmiyur . So I took a free 
ride bus from T. Nagar and visited the colony.

As I entered the colony the problems were self evident. Soiled 
clothing and garbage were piled up and wet clothes were being 
dried all over. (See attached photos). People had drained water 
from the houses. Some said that their TV sets got damaged, only 
their utensils were intact. On the day flood waters entered the 
houses many of them took shelter in the nearby railway station. 
As policemen were driving them away and there were no toilet 
facilities at the station, they decided to return soon. Some said 
they slept in a nearby Church. 

Chinnappa, a parent  was sick and he died during the flood 
period. The family performed the funeral hurriedly without waiting 
for relatives as an icebox could not be used without power. One 
lady, Pushpa had delivered a baby a week back and she stayed 
back in the colony on an elevated house. 

The community felt that not much relief came their way. Relief 
materials were distributed from the main road as most  bigger 



vehicles can't come inside the colony. There was a constant 
tussle between them and residents of the adjacent housing board 
residents for collecting relief materials. 

 They listed the following items as their main requirements.

 Rice bags (uncooked)
  Bedsheets.
  Dresses for children and sarees  
 Some wanted cots, to sit over them in case of rains.
 A few suggested umbrellas, slippers, children’s uniforms 

and books.
 Some wanted damaged tricycles to be repaired while others 

wanted help in repairing leaky roofs. 

Regarding mode of distribution of any relief materials there were 
two differing opinions. Joint families and bigger families wanted all 
families in a household to be given one set.  Others wanted one 
set per house and finally the one set per house formula was 
agreed upon by majority.

 As more rain was forecast and most clothes were wet, we 
decided not to waste a sunny day. Jaya Suresh, volunteer, 
Maheswari, teacher and I went to the nearest govt. run 
cooperative and looked for bedsheets. As most relief 
organizations buy supplies from government owned agencies 
very little stock was left. We wanted to avoid an assorted 
collection of bedsheets to avoid fights during distribution process. 
There was enough stock in only one variety and we settled for 70 
pieces of that variety and a towel. We decided to forego our 
original plan to buy a mat to keep within the limits we planned. 
Volunteers of Asha, Vijaya Sundaram and Geetha Iyengar 



congregated at the cooptex shop and helped in the payment 
process.  One of the employees of Cooptex donated 20 
bedsheets from his side to the affected victims and we had 20 
more bedsheets to donate.  It was heartening to see many 
individuals and groups coming forward to help.  We also checked 
the price of rice bags nearby but decided to attend to it later.

All the material were loaded in Vijaya’s car and we reached the 
venue by auto. There were tense moments in distribution of relief. 
Many gypsy boys helped us to unload the material, put it in one of 
the carts and take it ahead in the colony. However many people 
from the adjacent colony surrounded the cart, despite our 
explaining that it was for the gypsy colony. To our relief soon most 
relented and left. 

Some houses which had many members with two or three 
families living under one roof expressed their resentment too. We 
could see that one bedsheet and a towel was insufficient but 
stuck to the one set per house formula suggested by them. 
Barring those few tense moments, the process was peaceful. The 
boys of the colony and Maheshwari assisted us ably. The 
presence of a group of Asha volunteers and their interactions with 
the gypsies greatly helped in the smooth distribution.

 All the volunteers present however decided to avoid any further 
distribution till the next spell of rains recede and normalcy returns 
in the colony. As we see the chill weather and the wet spell the 
following day, it seemed a worthwhile decision to act quickly. 
Children of the colony have at least one thick sheet around them.

We clicked some photos to start with for record purposes. But as 
we proceeded everyone wanted one photo in front of their house.  



We made sure that each one was covered and had a long photo- 
op session!  Some photos are attached. 

The belongings of gypsies perhaps could be replaced over time. 
But the rains have washed their engagement with education too. 
Continuity is a key factor in sustaining them in the schooling 
process.  Children in high school are getting used to enjoying 
holidays and are skipping tutions citing rains even though exams 
are round the corner. Some hostelites have stayed back after 
Diwali  because of water logging and now they are reluctant to go 
back. Only time will tell whether they will pick up the threads and 
keep going.


